Improvement of the robustness to set up error by a virtual bolus in total scalp irradiation with Helical TomoTherapy.
Intensity-modulated radiation therapy has recently been used for total scalp irradiation. In inverse planning, the treatment planning system increases the fluence of tangential beam near the skin surface to counter the build-up region. Consequently, the dose to the skin surface increases even with small setup errors. Replacing the electron density of the surrounding air of some thickness with a virtual bolus during optimization could suppress the extremely high fluence near the skin. We confirmed the usefulness of a virtual bolus in total scalp irradiation. For each patient, two beams were planned, one with and the other without a virtual bolus. The dose distribution was calculated using computed tomography images that were shifted to simulate setup errors. The hot spot dose was suppressed in the plans using a virtual bolus. In conclusion, using a virtual bolus improved the robustness to setup errors.